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approximation and such terms are not known, hence for consistency those two 
toj'nis are not included.
In figure 1 we have liavt plotted tho product of the excitation pn)babilities 
and the impact parameter p against p at tho incident energy 1412 heV.
In figure 2 wo have compared the cross-sections obtained from first Born 
flistortion and second Bom approximation for l«-25 transition. It is seen that at 
about 1000 MV incident energy, the cross-section due to 1st Born, 2nd Born and 
the distortion approximation are almost the same. As tho onerg>^  decroaeos, the 
discrepancy between the results of tho 1st Bom and the distortion increases, 
where tho second Born results are comparatively close to tho distortion results.
Figure 3 shows our results of tho cross-section of l 5- 2s and Is-Ss excitations. 
It is found that Is-Ss excitation cross-section is much lower than that of ls -2s 
excitation.
This work is lirelimmary to a series of investigations of Alpha-Hydrogen 
C!ollision w Ik w o  we proxioso to take into account tho cajiture state of He'*' 
as well.
Tho authors are thankful to Dr. N, 0. 8il and Prof. J) Basu for holpful 
discussions.
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In this note first considering Gibbs’ canonical distribution as a simple stixtistical 
distribution, the fluctuation of temperature has botm obtained using tho asymp- 
totic properties of maximum-likelihood estimate. Secondly, Einstein’s formula 
for the fluctuation probability has been derived purely from statistical oonsi*-
deration.
After Gibbs, we consider a system in equilibrium as a small x>art of a large 
system exchanging its energy with its environment (heat bath). In this case tho
9
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•system may be considered as a sample and let n (assumed sufficiently large) be the 
number of components (nioloeulcs etc ) having the energies €{ (* =  1, 2, ti). 
For tlm development of statistical tliooiy each energy-component is taken to obey 
the exponential distribution as
dF(e, 0) ^ (1)
where 4>{B) =  and i)(e) is a suitable positive measure. In usual statisti­
cal mechanics (Khinchin, 1949) d^{e) is tlio number of microscopic states o f the 
system of energy lying between t, and e-{-d£ and Ule*) is usually called structure 
function.
The likoliliood function h  for the system (sample) is given by
- 0  S ei
L{e .^ ea, ... c , ; -  e 0 ( S e,) | ckj^) (2 )
Where maximum-likelihood estimate of  ^ is
given by
^ j£ | il =  0 or c + | ^ lo g * „ (0) =  o (%»)
Let 0 be the maximum-likelihood estimate of 6^ which is thus taken to bo tho para­
meter corresponding to the equilibrium state of tlio system.
F{c, 6) being regular (Wilks, 1962) and equation {2a) having a unique solution 
(Khmchin 1949), the maximum-likelihood ©.stimato 5 of  ^ for largo values of n 
has a distribution wliich is asymptotically normal N[0, l/w5 (^<9, ?^)] (Wilks 1962). 
Thus for large n,
var {0) — 1
nB^d, 0) jd log L\'^ (3)
Where ^ j  — H[0) is the Fi.shor’iS information contained in the sample.
As a system in btatistical Fhysic.s contains a large number o f components,
tho appropriate formula for determination of fluctuation of parameter 0 is given
hy
var{0) ^  1 1 =  1/var [E) 
where E is the total energy of the system.
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On writing 0 =  1/42’ , we have,
,m. / v a r (^ )^
var(JS) c. (4)
which is of the same form as that for the fluctuation of temperature given by 
Landau and Lifshitz (1968). Thus this T may be identified with the temperature.
Let noM' there bo a spontaneous transition of the equilibrium state corres­
ponding to the parametric value S (hereafter denoted by 0) to a neighbouring 
non-equilibrium state corresponding to the parametric value 0~\-\0. Lot us now 
introduce a measui’O of divergence (or distance) between the two states of oquili- 
brmm and non-equilibrium, according to Rao (1945)
As2 =  H(6)A0  ^ -  nB^e, 0)^0^ (r > )
Hut — \/nB{6, 0)/^ 0 is normal N{(), 1) for large n (Wilks 1902) Thus wo may 
define tlie fluctuation j)robability by
Since
iAi'^ =  iH{0)^0^ =  log L{,E C )-log  L{E, O+AO)
(Kullback 1959) if S and S-\-AS bo the thermodynamic entropies of the states 
corresponding to the parametric values 0 and then AS — ^kH{0)A0  ^ gives
the ontroxiy differouco between the equilibrium and non-equilibrium states. So 
tlie thermodynamic fluctuation probability becomes
cone“ (6 )
which is Einstein’s formula for the fluctuation probability.
T express my deep gratitude to Dr. M. Dutta, University of Calcutta, for 
help in the preparation of this note.
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